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HEY, I'M Air Kagi



	I would like to share a personal experience from my teenage years, one that left a lasting impression on me and has shaped my perspective on the importance of helping others. During that time, I had a significant car accident due to treacherous weather conditions, specifically a heavy snowstorm. This incident taught me a valuable lesson about the critical role that tires play in ensuring road safety.
In the aftermath of the accident, I found myself without a vehicle. To get to work, I had no reservations about taking the bus as my mode of transportation. However, on one particular occasion, the bus route unexpectedly changed, directing me towards a garage, completely different from my intended destination. At that time, the public transportation system in Utah was far from reliable, and the situation was even more challenging than it is today.
 
	I found myself in an unfamiliar and rough part of town, unsure of how to proceed. In my search for assistance, I approached a secure apartment complex, hoping someone there could help me or at least facilitate a call to my parents. It was a daunting experience, and it made me realize how vulnerable people can be when facing unexpected challenges.
After leaving the apartment complex, I walked several miles to reach a nearby gas station. I headed north, determined to find a phone booth to call and share my location with my family. This experience was eye-opening for me, highlighting the significance of extending a helping hand to those in need.
 
	Since that moment, I have felt a strong calling to assist others whenever possible. I strive to make a positive impact and ensure that individuals in difficult situations receive the support they require. I am diligent in my efforts to provide assistance while remaining cautious not to be taken advantage of.
 
	My genuine desire is to continue helping those in need, and I hope to bring this commitment to any endeavor I undertake. My experiences have instilled in me a profound sense of empathy and responsibility towards others, and I am eager to contribute to the well-being of those around me.
 
		Thank you for considering my perspective, and I look forward to the opportunity to work together to make a meaningful difference.















	As a young boy, I was fortunate to have a friend whose family had connections in the world of animation. Through this friend, I had the opportunity to visit a studio where talented animators worked their magic. It was a mesmerizing experience that sparked my fascination with the creative arts. Our friend generously shared some basic drawing techniques with us, igniting a passion for art within me. From that moment on, my dream was set: I aspired to become a multimedia artist, a visionary who could bring stories to life through various artistic mediums.
 
	During my teenage years, my aunt lent me her camera, and I discovered another form of artistry that captivated my heart: photography. This new love stirred within me a desire to capture the beauty of the world around me, to freeze moments in time, and to convey emotions through images. However, I struggled with the idea of pursuing photography as a serious profession. I believed that there might be limited financial prospects in the field, and I initially hesitated to invest in my passion. 	
 
	Nevertheless, I continued to hone my photography skills, not for monetary gain, but simply because I loved it.
 
	As the years have passed, my perspective has evolved. I now find myself yearning to turn these cherished passions into not only a profitable venture but also a meaningful one that enriches the lives of others. I've come to realize that art, whether through animation, drawing, or photography, has the incredible power to connect people, evoke emotions, and inspire change. My journey as a multimedia artist and photographer has led me to a point where I am eager to use my creative talents to make a positive impact on the world, helping others discover the beauty and significance that can be found in the art that surrounds us.
 
	I am committed to honing my skills, pursuing excellence, and sharing the fruits of my creativity with others. My aspiration is to offer a unique perspective, tell compelling stories, and ultimately contribute to the enrichment of people's lives through the power of visual art and multimedia. I am excited to embark on this journey, knowing that my passions have the potential to touch hearts and make a difference.















GET IN TOUCH WITH ME






"Photography is a way of feeling, of touching, of loving. What you have caught on film is captured forever... It remembers little things, long after you have forgotten everything." 



 - Aaron Siskind


















THE DESIGN



Design and photography are more than just aesthetics; they are powerful tools that enrich our lives in countless ways. Design surrounds us, shaping the functionality and usability of our everyday objects, influencing our emotions and behaviors, and creating visual experiences that inspire and delight. From the sleek lines of a smartphone to the thoughtful layout of a city park, design plays a crucial role in shaping our environment and making it a more enjoyable and fulfilling place to be.
 
Photography, on the other hand, captures fleeting moments and transforms them into lasting memories, allowing us to relive precious experiences and share them with others. It serves as a universal language, transcending cultural barriers and connecting us through shared emotions and stories. Whether it's a candid snapshot of a loved one or a breathtaking landscape photograph, photography has the power to evoke emotions, inspire curiosity, and broaden our perspectives on the world around us.
 
Together, design and photography possess the unique ability to elevate our everyday experiences, spark creativity, and remind us of the beauty and richness of life. They are not merely decorative elements; they are essential threads woven into the fabric of our existence, enriching our lives in countless ways, both big and small.



CHECK ME OUT  TO SEE HOW I CAN HELP YOU.








I'VE WORKED WITH THESE GUYS
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